STUDENT AGREEMENT
This agreement establishes the responsibilities for student divers under the training direction of Diver’s Den, Inc.
Students are required to meet the following standards:
1. Complete the medical questionnaire. If I have answered yes to any of the questions, I will obtain a doctors
written permission statement prior to arriving on the first day of class.
2. Purchase mask, snorkel, fins and booties. This can be done on the first day of class. All students receive a
discount.
3. Maintain good mental and physical health for diving. Not be under the influence of alcohol or drugs when
diving.
4. Only use equipment that is properly maintained and serviced. Students using their own gear must be able to
show equipment service records consistent with manufacture’s requirements if requested.
5. Maintain the proper attitude during training in which I agree to:
a. Follow the instructor’s directions and dive plans strictly, and not to separate from the instructor or my
dive buddy.
b. Recognize the desirability of carrying diver accident insurance (if available in my local area), and
recognize that my instructor may require me to have it.
c. Conduct myself in a courteous and attentive manner with my interaction with fellow students and staff.
d. Demonstrate discipline and an attitude consistent with responsible diving – I will not cut corners, bend
the rules, disregard dive plans, omit safety equipment or exceed the limits of my training.
6. Ensure all course materials assigned for class sessions (knowledge reviews, computer instruction manuals, dive
planner instruction manuals, etc) are completed before class. Materials not completed before class may cause
me to be moved to another class date.
7. I acknowledge that my instructor determines whether I have mastered all required skills for course progression
and that certification is not guaranteed. Funds paid for classes are non-refundable after the class begins,
whether certification is completed or not.
8. I will contact my instructor if I cannot meet scheduled class dates and times. Missed class dates must be
rescheduled and may require additional cost for instructor time or facility and equipment usage fees. The
instructor may require me to reschedule to a later class if it is not possible to catch-up to my original class.
I have read the above statements and have had any questions answered to my satisfaction. I understand the
importance and purpose of these practices and recognize they are for my own safety and wellbeing.
Student Signature:___________________________________ Date: _____________________
Parent or Guardian Signature:__________________________ Date: _____________________
(Only if student is under the age of 18)
Class: _____________________________________ Start Date: _______________________

